
The Trials of Superman Vol II: Unmasking the
Man of Steel
Superman, the superhero loved by millions worldwide, has faced numerous
challenges throughout his storied comic book history. In "The Trials of Superman
Vol II: Unmasking the Man of Steel," readers dive into a captivating narrative that
explores the depths of Superman's character and the trials that test his
invulnerable spirit.

Unveiling the Hero's Struggles

At first glance, Superman may seem untouchable, with his unbreakable body and
unwavering noble values. However, "The Trials of Superman Vol II" goes beyond
the superf
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From the :

...In 2001 negotiations had stalled. The Siegel Estate was unhappy with the final
offer that DC Comics had put on the table. The offer called for the Siegel Estate
to hand over their portion of the copyright in return for a non-returnable advance
of two million dollars, a non-returnable, non-recoupable advance of one million
dollars and a minimum annual guarantee of $500,000, along with a 6% gross
royalty of Superman and a 1% royalty of every Superman publication that DC
Comics published. Added into the deal were assurances of medical health care,
credit for Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster and other bonuses. After the deal was
accepted, in principle, the fur began to fly. Depending upon who you believe,
either DC Comics changed the deal in some form, resulting in the Siegel Estate
sacking their legal council and electing to hire the IP lawyer that the Shuster heirs
had been dealing with – Marc Toberoff. If you believe DC Comics, Mark Toberoff
stepped into the picture and lured the Siegel Estate away from the negotiation
table for his own gain. Either way the Siegel Estate and DC Comics were at war
once more.

Nearly 30,000 people have downloaded Volume I of The Trials Of Superman, and
the feedback has been amazing. The response was that great that I've decided to
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do two additional volumes, so here, without any delay, is The Trials Of Superman
Volume II.

This book, which will only be available as a digital download with a stunning cover
designed by Michael Netzer, captures all of the available depositions, with the
bulk of them complete. You'll read the words of Jerry Siegels wife, Joanne and
daughter Laura, Joe Shuster's sister Jean, who recounts her memories of seeing
Joe draw the first ever Superman story, along with Marc Toberoff explaining just
how he managed to land the Siegels and the Shuster estate as clients and some
tantalising snippets from Jim Steranko, Mark Waid and Mark Evanier. Read how
sad Joe Shusters last years were. Read how bitter and angry at DC Comics
Joanne Siegel became. Read nearly ten years of manipulations and
machinations from both sides of the fence. There's some interesting information
in the depositions, along with some serious accusations and, of course, what
would a long running court case be without two lawyers having a verbal stoush?
It's all in here, and much more. If you're one of the 30,000 people who
downloaded Volume I of this series, then you'll want to download and read
Volume II - the perfect companion!

This Volume has been completely revised, with a new and more depositions,
including the latest September 2012 deposition of lawyer Marc Toberoff.
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Unlocking the Secrets of Fast Analytical
Techniques for Electrical and Electronic
Circuits
Electrical and electronic circuits are the backbone of modern technology.
From our smartphones to our transportation systems, these circuits
enable us to connect,...

Auditing And Assurance Services in UK Higher
Education Business Accounting
The field of auditing and assurance services plays a crucial role in the life
of any business, including those within the higher education sector. In the
United Kingdom,...

Bridgeport Tales From The Park City American
Chronicles: Unveiling the Hidden Gems
Welcome to Bridgeport, Connecticut, a city rich in history and intriguing
stories that have shaped its identity. Within the Park City, as it is fondly
known,...

Unleash the Power of Extreme Rapid Weight
Loss Hypnosis for Women and Transform Your
Life Today!
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only to see minimal results? If so, it's time to discover the revolutionary
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The Shocking True Story of Slavery in Modern
America
Slavery in America has long been a part of our dark history, but many
believe it to be a thing of the past. Unfortunately, the truth is far more...
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Time and Imagination
Over the course of fifty incredible years, countless stories have woven
themselves into the fabric of our lives. Stories that have made us laugh,
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The Unbelievable Transformation: A Business
Woman's Journey Into Spirit
When it comes to the corporate world, we often have a predefined notion
of what a successful businesswoman should be like - strong, driven,
focused, and always on top...
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